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A SMALL BUT PERFECT GARDEN MAKES A SUMMERY OASIS
FOR ONE CLEVER DESIGN DUO. WRITES SUSIE BURGE
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HE home of Dinosaur Designs'
Louise Olsen and Stephen
Ormandy and their 10-year-old
daughter Camilla (plus cute dachshund
puppy Skipper) is super-stylish yet
suitably relaxed. It seems to epitomise
the best qualities of an Australian
lifestyle: close to the beach in Sydney's
Bronte (a slice of the Pacific can be
seen through branches of an unruly
gum tree), but also close to the city;
a sense of sanctuary, yet moments
from buzzing cafes and bars.
The inviting family house is littered
with beautiful artwork and objects;
a fabulous interior engages in dialogue
with native trees and a semi-tropical
garden, bringing the outdoors in. At
the front of the house, native plants
frame the ocean view, seen from the
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open-plan living area, master bedroom
and second sitting room upstairs. Huge
glass doors give the feel of living in
a treehouse. The rooms at the back look
over a tropical mass of white flowering
gingers, bird's-nest ferns, bromeliads
and giant strelitzias, presided over by
a flourishing avocado tree.
"We chose all the plants because we
wanted big leaves - just big green
leaves in different patternings," says
Stephen. His favourite is the avocado
for its over-arching branches and
"lovely shade in summer". My vote
goes to the giant bromeliad having
its last hurrah with a massive flower.
Louise agrees: "It's like The A&ms
Family,remember? The plant
Morticia used to feed with a spoon!"
Structure is given to the garden by
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their final year of art school. (Rossler's
husband, architect Sam Marshall, did
the stunning makeover of their house.)
They've been working their distinctive
magic in resin ever since, building
the brand from a little shop in
Paddington to an iconic symbol of
modern Australian aesthetics,
creating distinctive jewellery plus
cool contemporary homewares.
"Resin is like working with paint,"
says Louise, daughter of artist John
Olsen and sister of gallery owner Tim
Olsen. "The more you work with
something, the more you discover it
- 25 years later we are still getting b
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paving, a BBQ area and sandstone
terraces built by Stephen and his
father. Plantings by Richard
Unsworth of Garden Life - who
redesigned and replanted the space
two years ago - complement the
patterns of the stone, with an
emphasis on texture. But there's
a wild element too, with masses of
cardamom spilling over the terraces
and orange and lemon trees that
produce loads of fruit.
"I love Japan and the controlled
gardens there, but here we have an
Australian sensibility," says Louise.
"We wanted a balance between
a garden that's structured and
letting a garden go."
Louise and Stephen started Dinosaur
Designs with partne
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Snatches of vibrant colour
radiate from artworks.
including a piece by Stephen
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"We?v stillgettingsurprises out OJ resin
It? lik liquid honey - it?
sabstance; it?great to
surprises out of it. Resin is like
liquid honey - it's a very alive
substance; it's great to work with."
So what's in the pipeline for this
year? "We're just finishing a collection
called 'Moon' that's heading to stores
for winter 2010," says Stephen. And for
the first time they are working with
opals. A percentage of profits will be
donated to WWF for the preservation
of the Great Barrier Reef.
"Apparently from outer space the
Great Barrier Reef looks like a strip of
opal," says Louise. "I've loved opals
since I was 10 or 11; my teacher was
[fashion designer] Jenny Keepssister."
Stephen has an additional project:
a solo exhibition of his bright abstract
paintings opens at Sydney's Tim
Olsen Gallery next month.
The Dinosaur Designs studio is
in inner-city Redfern, but Stephen
paints at home. His studio looks over
the garden. "And when this blossoms
-wow!" he laughs, gesturing to the
big orange tree. Louise adds: "It's
really busy in RedArn; it's great
to come back here. We wanted this
sense of tranquillity."
See Stepben Ornutmi's exbibitign at
Tim OZsen Galky*February 9-28.
uru~lu.timoZs~gaIZeq.com
~,dinos~uiv$esigm.cotn.au
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Richard (inset) sources
'unusual stuff', including
hurricane lanterns in
primary colours

